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Features of warm-blooded animals that help them to warm up

Feature Explanation Examples

Hair, fur or wool Hair, fur or wool traps air and insulates the 
body by holding warm air near the body. 
Primates (such as apes), dogs and sheep are 
examples. 

Wool keeps sheep warm

Feathers All birds have feathers, which trap air between 
them, reducing heat transfer from the bird’s 
body to the outside air. When it is cold, the 
feathers can be ‘fluffed up’ to trap more air.

‘Fluffed up’ tui

Blubber Blubber is a layer of fat that prevents heat loss 
from inside the body of marine animals such as 
whales, walruses, and seals.

Walrus keeping warm

Dark colour Some animals have dark pigment in their skin 
to increase the amount of heat they absorb 
from the Sun.

For example, polar bears have black skin under 
their white fur.

A polar bear’s skin absorbs heat

Shivering Shivering is muscle movement, which causes 
the body to convert kinetic (movement) energy 
into heat. Humans shiver when they are very 
cold.

Keeping warm
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Describing chemical reactions using equations
You can describe a chemical reaction by making observations of the changes that take place. You can also 
describe chemical reactions by writing chemical equations.

The original substances in a chemical reaction are the reactants. The new substances that form are the 
products. The photos show magnesium burning to form a product.

reactants product

Word equations
To write an equation for a chemical reaction, you need to know the chemical names of the reactants and the 
product or products.

For the example of magnesium burning:
•	 names of the reactants are magnesium and oxygen (you can’t see this reactant, but it was used up from the 

air during the reaction)
•	 name of the product is magnesium oxide (the white solid formed).

The word equation for the reaction (using the names of the reactants and products) is:

 magnesium + oxygen → magnesium oxide

Symbol equations
Instead of using the names of the reactants and products, you can write the equation using the chemical symbols 
or formulae for the reactants and products. This equation is the symbol equation for the reaction.

Example
Word equation magnesium  +  oxygen →  magnesium oxide

Symbol equation 2Mg  +  O2  →  2MgO

Symbol equations are always ‘balanced’. Being balanced means there is the same number of each kind of atom on 
either side of the arrow.

Extra for experts

Balancing an equation
To balance an equation:
•	 Make sure the formulae you use in the equation are correct.
•	 Check each element to see if there is the same number of atoms on each side of the arrow.
•	 If the numbers are not balanced, put numbers in front of the formula (not inside or after a formula) to 

balance the numbers.
•	 Re-check all the elements in the equation and repeat the process until all elements are balanced.
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Unit 2 – Why do dogs ‘wolf down’ their food?
Physical digestion by chewing breaks large lumps of food into smaller lumps. However, even though dogs have 
many teeth, they do not spend much time chewing their food. Instead, they ‘wolf’ their food down quickly. 
Sometimes dogs have to throw up big lumps of food, cutting them into smaller pieces before swallowing again.

All animals have features, called adaptations, to help with the ingestion and digestion of food. The feeding 
adaptations of wild dogs help the dogs hunt and kill prey. Dogs have a powerful up-and-down bite and use their 
large pointed canine teeth to hold the prey. Large chunks of meat are ripped apart and swallowed whole. With 
their small incisor teeth, dogs nibble meat from bones, while the strong sharp carnassial teeth crack bones to 
get to the bone marrow inside.

incisor tooth

canine tooth

carnassial molar tooth

Chemical digestion
Dogs do not need to chew meat because chemical digestion is more important for carnivores (meat eaters) 
such as dogs than is physical digestion, by chewing.

Chemical digestion:
•	 breaks down large food molecules into small molecules 
•	 produces food molecules small enough to be absorbed from the gut into the blood and transported around 

the body
•	 requires chemicals called enzymes.

Enzymes
Enzymes are small protein molecules that have an area that is the active site. Different types of enzymes have 
differently shaped active sites. The shape of the active site matches the shape of one type of food molecule so the 
enzyme and food molecule can fit together. This is the only type of food that particular enzyme can break down.

enzyme and food molecule fit together

enzyme + food molecule food molecule is broken up

Enzymes make digestion take place much more quickly than would be possible without enzymes. Without 
enzymes, digestion of food would take days rather than hours. The following graph shows how quickly digestion 
takes place with enzymes, and how slowly it would take place without enzymes.
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c.  Gut length was measured in different species of fish. Use the information about gut length compared 

with body length of the six fish to work out if each fish is a herbivore, a carnivore or an omnivore. Colour 
the herbivores, carnivores and omnivores a different colour. Complete the key.

Key

Herbivore

Carnivore

Omnivore

Fish 1: Gut length just under twice the body length

 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fish 2: Gut length almost the same as body length

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fish 3: Gut length seven times the length of the 
body

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fish 4: Gut length just over twice the length of the 
body

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fish 5: Gut length slightly longer than body length

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fish 6: Gut length five times the length of its body

1

2

3

4

5

6

4. a. Explain why herbivores, carnivores and omnivores have different gut lengths.

b. Describe how proteins are digested.

c.  Blood, e.g. from dogs, is the only food of vampire bats. Do you think a vampire bat has a short, a 
medium or a long gut? Explain your answer.
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Unit 8 – Hay-fever season
During spring, early summer, and autumn, 
hay fever is often caused by pollen from 
pine trees and grasses. When the pollen 
enters a person’s nose, the person’s 
antibodies react to the pollen and release 
histamine. Histamine causes the annoying 
symptoms of hay fever.

Pollen from different plant species × 400

Although pollen causes problems for many people, pollen is very important in plant reproduction. When plants 
reproduce sexually, by producing flowers and then seeds, pollination must take place so seeds can form.

Types of pollination
Cross-pollination occurs when the pollen is transferred from a flower on one plant to a flower on another 
plant of the same species. Only pollen from the same species of plant can germinate in the sugar on the stigma, 
grow down to the ovary and fertilise the ovules. Pollen that lands on the stigma of a different species of plant is 
wasted. This is because different species of plant have different types of sugar on the stigma, so the pollen from 
a different species will not germinate.

Self-pollination occurs when pollen is transferred from flower to flower on the same plant. Sometimes self-
pollination can occur within one flower.

self-pollinationcross-pollination

Example – Pea flowers
Pea flowers are self-pollinating.The petals of the flower are joined, so when the anther bursts open, the 
pollen stays inside the flower and is transferred to the stigma.

anther bursts open releasing 
pollen that lands on the 
stigma of the same flower

petals stay closed to hold 
pollen inside the flower

ovule ovary filament

anther

stigma

Unlike pea plants, most plants do not have flowers with joined petals. Most other plants need something in their 
environment that transfers pollen from one flower to another.

The scientific name for hay fever is 
‘allergic rhinitis’. About 20% of New 
Zealanders suffer from hay fever. 
Symptoms include sneezing, sore red 
eyes and a runny, stuffy, itchy nose. 
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Adaptations
Plants with animal pollinators produce flowers that have adaptations to attract the pollinator, as shown in the 
following table.

Animal pollinator Flower adaptations to this pollinator

Bee 

BEE BEETLE

BUTTERFLY MOTH

FLY

Bee-pollinated flowers are often yellow or blue and some have ultraviolet 
‘nectar guides’. Nectar guides are coloured patterns on the flower that show the 
direction to the nectar. These flowers produce scent and sugary nectar.

Butterfly Butterfly-pollinated flowers are usually large and scented. The colour is often 
red, orange or purple. The nectar is hidden in narrow tubes, but can be reached 
by the butterfly’s long tongue.

Moth

BEE BEETLE

BUTTERFLY MOTH

FLY

Moth-pollinated flowers are usually white or a pale colour, with a sweet, strong 
smell to attract moths for pollination at night. A large amount of nectar is 
produced, which gives moths energy to fly from plant to plant.

Fy

BEE BEETLE

BUTTERFLY MOTH

FLY

Fly-pollinated flowers are often pale or pink-flesh coloured, with much easy-to-
get nectar. Some flowers have scent and some smell like dung or rotten meat, to 
attract flies.

Beetle

BEE BEETLE

BUTTERFLY MOTH

FLY

Beetle-pollinated flowers are dull green or white, with a very strong smell. The 
flowers are often bowl-shaped, so pollen and small amounts of nectar are easy 
for the beetle to obtain.

Bird

BEE BEETLE

BUTTERFLY MOTH

FLY
Bird-pollinated flowers are often yellow or red. Birds do not have a good sense 
of smell, so these flowers usually have no smell. The flowers provide very large 
amounts of nectar.

Mammal

BEE BEETLE

BUTTERFLY MOTH

FLY Mammal-pollinated flowers are white and open at night, because that is when 
pollinators such as bats and mice are active. These flowers produce a very 
strong scent and much nectar.
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Making bread

Step 1

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3 STEP 4

Mix ingredients such as flour, water, sugar and salt with 
yeast to form dough. 

Yeast cells in the dough start to digest starch molecules in the flour by extracellular digestion. Extracellular 
digestion breaks the starch into sugars, which the yeast cells absorb. 

The process of extracellular digestion is shown in the following diagrams.

Enzymes released Starch digestion

yeast cell

enzymes released
starch in flour

sugar produced by 
digestion of starch

yeast cell 
absorbs sugar

Sugar absorbed

Step 2

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3 STEP 4

Leave the dough in a warm place. By	fermentation, 
yeast cells release energy from the absorbed sugar. 
Fermentation also releases carbon dioxide gas, which 
causes the first rising of the dough.

The following word equation describes the process of fermentation. Glucose is a sugar produced from the 
digestion of starch. During fermentation, carbon dioxide and alcohol are produced.

glucose → carbon dioxide + alcohol + energy (ATP)

The yeast cells now have energy (from ATP) and warmth, so they grow and reproduce quickly. With the increase 
in the number of yeast cells, fermentation speeds up, producing a large amount of carbon dioxide gas, which 
makes the dough increase in volume. The carbon dioxide causes bubbles to form inside the dough, which is the 
reason 80% of the volume of cooked bread can be empty space!

Step 3

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3 STEP 4

Knead the dough and put 
in a tin.

Kneading the dough means 
stretching and folding the 
dough until it feels smooth.
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Making the plates

Agar plates cooling 

The bottom of a sterile Petri dish is covered in a thin 
layer of warm, runny nutrient agar and the lid is put on. 
(A sterile dish contains no micro-organisms.) The agar is 
allowed to cool. At the start of an investigation, it is a 
good idea to seal and incubate one of the plates so that 
it can be used as a ‘control’. A control plate is a check 
that the agar plates were free of micro-organisms at the 
start of the investigation. 

Inoculation ‘Inoculation’ is getting the micro-organisms onto the 
plate. A common method is by using the sticky side of 
Sellotape, or a cotton bud, to transfer micro-organisms 
from a surface to the agar. Care is taken not to damage 
the agar surface.

Incubation

Inoculated plates are labelled, sealed, turned upside 
down and placed in an	incubator at between 20 °C and 
25 °C for three to five days.

Viewing

Plates are viewed without opening. Bacteria usually 
appear as shiny colonies. Each different-coloured colony 
is a different type of bacterium.

Incineration The unopened plates are destroyed in an incinerator or 
disposed of by another safe method.

Fungi on nutrient agar plates
Fungi appear as fuzzy patches. The Penicillium mould in the following photo is an example.

plate

hyphae (white threads)

sporangia (blue/grey)
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Sometimes the reflected light of the Earth shines on the 
Moon, so the shadow part is dimly lit up. This is called 
Earthshine and it allows us to see the shadow part 
of the Moon. The photo shows a crescent Moon, with 
Earthshine.

Crescent Moon with Earthshine
We always see only one side of the Moon. This is because, as the Moon is orbiting, it is also turning. It has a very 
slow turn and turns only once each lunar month. Therefore, the far side of the Moon is turned permanently away 
from Earth.

new Moon

second quarter

parts of the Moon 
visible from Earth

parts of the Moon not 
visible from Earth

full Moon

first quarter

Phases of the Moon

Modelling the Moon phases
Imagine that you are standing in front of a bright light holding a tennis ball. When you hold the ball with an 
outstretched arm, the ball covers the light. The light is shining on the other side of the ball and you can see only 
the shadow side of the ball. You are seeing the same as the ‘new Moon’.
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Achievement Standard 90943 (Science 1.4)
Unit 1: What is heat? (page 4)
1. a.  Heat energy is the total energy of all the moving particles in a 

substance.

b. number of particles; speed of particles; type of particles

c. joule (J)

2. Here are three examples, but check with your teacher if you have a 
different example: lighting a match – mechanical energy changes to 
heat (and sound) energy; turning on a light bulb – electrical energy 
changes to heat (and light) energy; eating food – chemical energy (in 
food) changes to heat energy (in body).

3. Iceberg. Both the iceberg and ice have the same type of particles and 
(probably) the same temperature, but there are far more particles in the 
iceberg, which means it has more heat energy.

4. Cup A has the most heat energy. Both cups contain the same type of 
particles (coffee), and the same number of particles (volume of 100 mL). 
However, cup A has a temperature of 100 °C, so its particles are moving 
faster than those in cup B, giving it the most heat energy.

5. Both the oil and the water have the same number of particles (mass of 
1 000 g), and they are heated for the same amount of time. The oil has 
more heat energy (shown by its higher temperature) than the water at 
the end of three minutes because of the type of particles it contains.

6. Across: 4. kilojoule; 6. vibrate; 8. electrical; 9. heat; 11. joule; 
12. particles

 Down: 1. number; 2. chemical; 3. hot; 5. speeds; 7. thermal; 
10. calorie

Unit 2: Temperature (page 7)
1. a.  Kinetic energy is moving energy; the energy an object has 

because of its motion.

b. Temperature is the average kinetic energy of all the particles in a 
substance.

2. a. Celsius and Fahrenheit scales

b. Celsius

3. a.  Absolute zero is the temperature at which all particle motion 
stops, and no heat energy is produced.

b. Celsius scale: –273 °C; Fahrenheit scale: –460 °F

c. The universe

4. As water molecules move, they bump into the food colouring particles 
causing the food colouring to spread. The food colouring spreads more 
quickly in the hot water because the water molecules are moving faster 
since the water is at a higher temperature than cold water. The water 
molecules are therefore bumping into the food colouring more quickly, 
causing it to spread more quickly.

5. The glass and bowl can have the same temperature because 
temperature does not depend on the number of particles or the size 
of the container the substance is in. Temperature depends only on the 
kinetic energy of the particles. Since in both the glass and bowl the 
water particles have the same average kinetic energy, the water in both 
is the same temperature.

6. Both boil at the same temperature because the boiling temperature of 
water is not related to how many particles there are.

7. a. Celsius    b. absolute zero

c. temperature   d. Fahrenheit

e. thermometer   f. universe

g. freezing point   h. energy

i. kinetic

A F R E E Z I N G P O I N T

B T E M P E R A T U R E C K

S S B F G R C A H O I V Y I

O J Q A B A E X E A S J G N

L A M H R I L V R P L R X E

U T N R O P S N M Z E E R T

T E Q E M E I N O N C N Y I

E X B N N H U P M M U L D C

Z E M H E R S T E N E R G Y

E T I E H N E R T A F A E X

R Q H I U N I V E R S E V L

O R I T U C T J R P X E R E

Unit 3: Temperature and animals (page 11)
1. Living things need heat energy to stay alive, since heat energy is 

needed for all bodily functions.

2. a.  ‘Warm-blooded’ means ‘able to keep a constant body 
temperature’.

b. All mammals (e.g. dogs, cats, sheep) and all birds (e.g. penguins, 
chickens)

3. a.  ‘Cold-blooded’ means unable to keep a constant body 
temperature.

b. Any insect, reptile, amphibian, or fish (check with your teacher if 
you have something different)

4. a.  Sweating, panting, moulting, having increased surface area of 
body parts (any three)

b. Fur, hair, wool, blubber, feathers, dark pigmentation, shivering, 
hibernation, migration (any three)

c. Lying in the sun, increasing surface area exposed to sun, dark 
pigmentation (any two)

d. They can hibernate, migrate, or crowd together (any two).

5. Tuatara are reptiles. All reptiles are cold-blooded, so they depend on 
the environmental temperature to warm them up. In cold conditions, 
their body temperature is low. As a result, their body movements are 
slow when it is cold.
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142
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137
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colon 127, 129, 143
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conduction 27–9, 32
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Fahrenheit scale 6
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